This is the new age in

luxury lodge transfers.
This is the

Jet Service.
From 1 June 2018, guests visiting Singita’s private concession in the
Sabi Sand wildlife reserve in South Africa will have the opportunity
to make use of a brand new exclusive jet service, operated in
partnership with Federal Airlines. The experience begins on the
tarmac at O.R. Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg,
where guests are personally met airside as they disembark their
commercial flight. A VIP passport control counter ensures that
guests are fast-tracked through this process and transported to the
Federal Airlines terminal in a luxury transfer vehicle.

Pre-check-in on arrival ensures that the only priority is to enjoy the
executive catering. Boarding the jet for the direct, 35-minute flight
to Singita Sabi Sand takes place directly from the lounge, so there
are no queues, hassles or crowds. Apart from providing a more
comfortable and luxurious option for guests, the introduction of
this service also reduces flying time considerably. Guests will be
able to sip sparkling wine at 35,000 feet and touch down in half an
hour, flying directly to Singita’s airstrip without any stops en route.

SINGITA JET SERVICE
MORNING JOHANNESBURG DEPARTURE:
JHB TO SINGITA SABI SAND
AIRPORT

STANDARD TIMES

OTHER INFORMATION

RATES

Departure: Johannesburg

Departure: 11:30

Days: Mon - Sun

One way (p/p):
R11 850

Arrival: Singita Sabi Sands

Arrival: 12:05

Stops: Direct

Return (p/p):
R20 400

AFTERNOON LODGE DEPARTURE:
SINGITA SABI SAND TO JHB
AIRPORT

STANDARD TIMES

OTHER INFORMATION

RATES

Departure: Singita Sabi Sands

Departure: 14:15

Days: Mon - Sun

One way (p/p):
R11 850

Arrival: Johannesburg

Arrival: 15:05

Stops: Direct

Return (p/p):
R20 400

Check-in for this flight will open from 07:00
• Pax will be met airside as they disembark their commercial flight;
• Pax are to look for the Singita sign board and their details;
• Pax must be checked in at the Federal Airlines departure lounge latest 10:30 to connect
onto this flight;
• Departure and arrival times may vary by up to 1 hour;
• Exact arrival time at ORT International Airport is dependent on air traffic.
• Important – please note that this flight may operate anytime between 10:30 and 12:30;
• Important – we recommend no Domestic connections before 16:30
• Important – we recommend no International connections before 17:30
• Important - fares are subject to change.
• Important - a minimum of two passengers are required per booking.
• Important - child rates do not apply. Infant rates available on request.
Please note that a R250 fuel levy has been included in our rates.

